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Empathetic 
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empathetic:
 

“So interpret we do, and over the many thou-

sands or millions of years of evolution, we have 

coevolved muscle systems that display our emo-

tions, and perceptual systems that interpret 

those of others. And with that interpretation also 

comes emotional judgment and empathy. We 

interpret, we emote. We can thereby believe that 

the object of our interpretations is sad or happy, 

angry or calm, sneaky or embarrassed. And, in 

turn, we ourselves can become emotional just by 

our interpretation of others. “ 

               - Don Norman, Emotional Design  
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I am exploring [methods] which allow 

people to [interact with their emotions]. 
I’m focusing on outcomes that can cause 

positive impacts when people express 

negative emotions. By designing construc-

tive emotional responses, I am investigating 

the [relationship between human and 
technology] while also [critiquing interac-
tion design], which is very data oriented, 

isolated and detached.

Many of the current design goals focus on 

the ease of use and efficiency, intention-

ally excluding complex emotional aspects. 

While technology is always assumed to be 

Empathetic 
Objects

good and capable of solving any problem, 

we still should not take things for granted. 

When technology is so convenient and sat-

isfying to our fundamental needs, it kills the 

creativity and the desire to strive for some-

thing new and better, it neglects the sense 

of accomplishment and also omits various 

aspects of human behaviors. 

The ambition of my work is to make design 

more adaptable and considerate about 

emotion. 
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Use your
Emotional 
Imaginations,
to dream
Empathetic
Objects

 

step difficulty result loop
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My inspiration is from Hemmert Fabian, a 

design researcher. His research examines 

our body’s role in our interactions with the 

digital world and explores new ways of mak-

ing technology more human-friendly.

Fabian questions how we can make digi-

tal content graspable? We live in a digital 

world, but, as humans, our bodies still 

present in the physical environment, which 

means the digital is inextricably linked from 

our physical world. It’s a rich world, it has 

the smell of grasses and flowers, the taste 

of ocean and sand, it evokes the feel of the 

delight and bitterness in heart . 

So the question is: How do we get the 
richness sensations over from the physi-
cal into the digital? 

If you look at the iPhone with its touch 

screen and the Wii with its bodily activity, 

you can see the tendency; design is getting 

physical. The question is: what’s next? 

Fabian Hemmert imagines one future of 

the mobile phone — a shape-shifting and 

weight-shifting handset that “displays” infor-

mation non-visually. The tangible interaction 

is a delightfully intuitive way to communi-

cate. He proposed three options to make 

digital contents graspable while raising 

questions against the future of interaction.

Embodied
Interaction
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Hemmert Fabian is considered to be one of the 

world’s leading experts on mobile innovation 

and a critically acclaimed speaker on human-

technology interactions.  

 www.fabianhemmert.com
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What is the role and responsibilities for an 

Interaction designer?

What is the role of artificial intelligences?

When technology involves heavily into our daily life, 

what is the relationship between technology and 

human?

What characteristics should we anthropomorphize 

technology with?

How does speculative design play into finding 

opportunities ?

How can imagination and inspiration be utilized and 

create impact outside of technology and problem 

driven methodologies?

How can an emotion driven methods change our 

perceptions to devise new perspectives around 

consumption?

 

Inquiry
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Betty Crocker is a fictional character used in 

advertising campaigns for food and recipes. 

In the 1950s, Betty Crocker launched a line 

of cake mixes which included all the dry 

ingredients in the package, all you needed 

was to add water, mix it all together, and 

stick the pan in the oven. It was designed 

purposely targeting busy housewives for 

saving time and effort. 

However, it did not sell well.

Betty Crocker brought in a team of psy-

chologists, they concluded that average 

American housewives felt bad using the 

product, despite its convenience. It saved 

so much time and effort when compared 

with the traditional cake baking routine that 

they felt they were deceiving their husbands 

and guests. In fact, the cake tasted so good 

that people thought women were spend-

ing hours baking. Women felt guilty, getting 

more credit than they felt they deserved.

What is the “egg”?  

The solution: make an “add an egg” step to 

the mix procedure. This simple act of add-

ing an egg to the mix gave the user a strong 

sense of accomplishment and the product 

did much better.

When technology is so convenient and satis-

fying to our fundamental needs, and design 

is so focusing on functionality and ease of 

use, how can we adopt the various aspects 

of human behavior to strive for the creativity 

in a sense of accomplishment. 

Looking for the “egg” in interaction design.

Betty
Crocker
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Beyond 
Functionality
Design
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“Dreams are powerful. They are reposi-
tories of our desire. They animate the 
entertainment industry and drive con-
sumption. They can blind people to real-
ity and provide consumption. But they 
can also inspire us to imagine that things 
could be radically different than they are 
today, and then believe we can progress 
toward that imaginary world.” 

-Dunne & Raby 
Speculative Everything
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Nowadays, we rarely ask what our dreams 

are and how we will imagine the future. 

We blindly follow the lead in the market, 

believing in what sells the best; we chase 

the trend in tech articles about cutting-

edge technologies. 

We admire the same thing, reject the 
same thing, consume the same thing, 
and expect the same thing.

Most of us, as designers, still believe in 

the probable future, which most design 

methods are suitable for, so most of the 

trending designs are very likely to hap-

pen. But as a dreamer, I want to dream the 

preferable future by opening up all sorts 

of possibilities in design which allow our 

Design 
as Critique

imaginations to flow freely, give deeper 

connections to what we generated, also 

ground our imaginary objects in every-

day situations, and extend the method to 

others for further collaboration. “Critical 

design can be a gentle refusal, a turning 

away from what exists, a longing, wishful 

thinking, a desire, and even a dream” 

 

For three decades, most of us have inter-

acted with smart devices in very limited 

and homogeneous ways. The vision of our 

complex future is filled with voice recog-

nition, gesture control, virtual reality and 

artificial intelligence. 
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“ Probable: most designers operate. What 

is likely to happen unless there is some 

extreme upheaval such as a financial crash, 

eco- disaster, and even design education 

are oriented toward this space.

Plausible: scenario planning and foresight, 

the space of what could happen. I tis not 

about prediction but exploring alternative 

economic and political futures to ensure an 

organization will be prepared for and thrive 

in a number of different futures.

Possible: make links between today’s world 

and the suggested one.”

present

possible

plausible

probable

preferablepreferable
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“When we think of design, most believe it is 

about problem solving.”

Many of the design goals are result ori-

ented, focusing on the ease of use and 

efficiency. When technology is so convenient 

and satisfying to our fundamental needs, it 

kills the creativity and the desire to strive for 

something new and better, neglecting the 

sense of accomplishment and omitting vari-

ous aspects of human behavior. 

“To be human is to refuse to accept the 

given as given.”

When technology is always assumed to be 

good and capable of solving any problem, 

we should not take things for granted, 

elseways, it threatens our ability to inno-

vate. Thus, I want to question if there are 

other possibilities for interaction design. I 

question the role of interaction design in 

the supposed future where everything is 

data oriented, isolated and detached. One 

example of that would be the super hi-tech-

self-wash toilet, which saves us the time and 

energy from cleaning after ourselves. But 

rather than doing that, we would spend 15 

minutes on grinding coffee. The trend of the 

supposed future indicates people are antici-

pating a sense of accomplishment.

But really? A self- wash toilet?

Interaction design is never about pure form, 

it is not formalism. But sometimes when a 

design challenge is very speculative, and 

traditional interaction design methods may 

be ineffective. At that moment, it is good to 

revisit the design process. 
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Traditional interaction design methods 

mostly consider the user as material, and 

technology as the tool. Hence the method 

is majorly driven by human problems and 

technology innovations. My personal design 

process is not much different from the tra-

ditional ones, which starts with a problem, 

uses methodologies to find touch points 

and pain points, then analyzes research from 

experts, market competitors, and user cen-

tered design. However, when my intention 

is not rigid, and my goal is not creating a 

finished, practical problem-solving product, 

the traditional method interferes in investi-

gating possibilities. 

In such a way, 
[I am trying to create a new 
design method: Empathetic 
Design]. 

This form of design thrives on imagination 

and aims to create spaces that encourage 

the imagination to grow willingly, redefining 

our relationship to technology. 
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“This a way of unpicking the 
different hopes, fears, promises, 
delusions, and nightmares of 
technological development and 
change, especially discoveries 
move from the laboratory into 
everyday life through the market-
place.”  

-Dunne & Raby 
Speculative Everything
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“There’s more to living than utilitarian 

needs and the functions which satisfy them. 

As computers begin to shape everyday 

life, we’re interested not only in what this 

technology can do for us, but also in what 

owning it means to us.”

-Designing Interactions

Once we accept that conceptual design is 

more than a style option, corporate propa-

ganda, or designer self- promotion, what 

uses can it take on? There are many pos-

sibilities- socially engaged design for raising 

awareness; satire and critique; inspiration, 

reflection, highbrow entertainment; aesthet-

ic explorations; speculation about possible 

futures; and as a catalyst for change.

 

Design
Beyond
Functionality

My method of working is less concerned 

with rational design, rather it encourages 

freedom of thinking and inspires the cour-

age to imagine something different.  

Based on the trend in the future of interac-

tive design, which involves many examples 

of virtual reality, gesture controls and artifi-

cial intelligence, I start to wonder that if we 

added another dimension into current smart 

devices, could we move a small step toward 

more opportunities?
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I started my exploration with direct observa-

tions on watching people playing with my 

physical prompts and eventually customized 

into their own objects. 

I developed a big black box as the meta-

phor of Smartphones and tried to observe 

my test subjects’ conceptual models about 

space. By adding a dimension in a familiar 

flat screen device, I can also investigate 

how people would orient their behavior in 

three-dimensional space. I gave my user the 

empty box with an iPhone shape cut out in 

front, representing a future phone, and also 

a box of apps represents the app store. I 

asked my subjects to use their imagination 

to build some future smart devices, with 

no constraints at all. This research focused 

on a field with properties like gestures and 

behaviors. 

The results came back very interesting and 

inspiring. People developed new grouping 

concepts and started thinking of other orga-

nizing possibilities rather than duplicate how 

the current smart devices perform. Their 

outcomes were full of personalities, the 

process aroused various of emotions. Yet, 

instead of triggering emotions by specific 

apps, people recalled their feelings from ac-

tions using the app with the considerations 

of the using context, then made their deci-

sions on where and how to place the apps.

This exploration set the foundation for the 

later [design methodology] which has a 

focus on [knowing the emotional goals, 
without knowing a certain outcome]. 
By increasing the [risk of weirdness and 
bizarreness], I am [decreasing the con-
straints of imagination], thus set freely for 

people to think. 

This way of designing may lead to some 

results that disapprove the hypothesis 

previously made, but more others may 

exceed the imagination. Otherwise, I 

might not see any dangling apps hanging 

from the top or even apps sticked on the 

exterior of the box.
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the “egg”= emotion
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emotions:

enjoyment
sensory pleasure
rejoicing
compassion/joy
amusement
schadenfreude
peace
pride
fiery
naches
wonder
excitement
ecstasy
fear
trepidation
nervousness
anxiety

dread
desperation
panic
horror
terror
anger
annoyance
frustration
exasperation
argumentativeness
bitterness
vengefulness
fury
sad
disappointment
discouragement
distraughtness

resignation
helplessness
hopelessness
misery
despair
grief
sorrow
anguish
disgust
dislike
aversion
distaste
repugnance
revulsion
abhorrence
loathing
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A  

Affirmative
Solving problem
Functional problem
Provide solutions
In the service of industry
Design universal solutions
Fictional functions
For how the world is
Change the world to suit us
Future objects
Applications
Make it easy
Innovation
 

B 
 
Critical
Defining problem
Emotional problem
Provide actions
In the service of human
Design “one” of “many”
Functional fictions
For how the world could be
Change the world to interact with  
Daily objects
Implementation
Make accomplishment
Provocation
 

Manifesto

A/B, Empathetic Objects
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objects:

How can mass-produced objects have personal 
meaning? 

Is it even possible? 

Design with emotion could be very uncomfort-
able, because the concept is so new and ab-
stract, designers can not foresight the outcomes 
and impact. So the best way of doing this is to 
[embed this emotional layer into the existing 
objects] rather than create a whole new catalog, 
which means it is a mix of emotion, functionality 
and feasibility. 

I start with emotion to design, and contextualize 
the results with recreating our daily objects, with 
considerations of environment and situation.
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Drawer Unit

Recall the situation when the emotion is evoked will help to 

define the environment and to choose the redesigned ob-

ject. If the environment sets up in living room or bedroom, 

a drawer unit will fit better in the context than a toaster.
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Pillow

If the emotion is triggered when someone is home alone, 

maybe think about the environment around the bedroom 

and what are some actions people would naturally do, then 

think about what objects can associate with the actions.  
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Water Kettle

Small moments can also be used as emotion triggers, 

the feeling of a bowl of noodle soup when someone is 

sick, a warm hug when someone is sad. Don’t neglect 

small impactful moments. 
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Stacking Shelf

Stack shelves, but don’t stack functions, be clear 

with your emotional goals.
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Design with emotion is different than design 

with a problem. Usually as designers, we 

consider emotion as a side effect of the 

solution, but we don’t treat emotion itself as 

a problem to start with. Design for problem 

solving is to find a solution, but design for 

emotion is suppose to come up with differ-

ent prompts which contain more opportuni-

ties to design with than from find a solution. 

This approach is about giving new perspec-

tive on design by finding useful responses 
to create positive emotional outcomes, 
what is called: [Constructive Actions].

Constructive
Actions

[Response]: Specific actionable behaviors 

or system loops that are triggered by some 

emotional causes.

[Positive emotional outcomes]: Avoiding 

harm from the negative emotion, promote 

the goodness from positive emotion without 

causing side effect.
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[Take a pause]: Hold back in doubt or decision, often momentarily.

[Freeze actions]: Become incapable of action or speaking.

[have a break]: Physically or mentally leave the scene.

[Seek comfort]: Seek help or support from others.

[Show empathy]: Express grief for someone else’s loss through actions.

[Say no]: Refuse to the loss.

[Indulge desire]: Allow oneself to fully experience the pleasure of good 
feelings.

[Seek more]: Attempt to increase the enjoyable feelings.

[make connections] : Share one’s feelings of enjoyment with others.

[Express happiness]: Vocally express enjoyment to others.

[have positive feedback]: Appreciate the good feelings around completing 
a task.

[make interruptions]: Try to avoid feeling or acting upon the emotion that is 
being experienced.

example constructive actions ideate from the “Imagination” section
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Investigation
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A visualization from the research of 

Ekman’s Atlas of Emotion

Most emotions researchers agree on these 

five universal Emotions (Enjoyment, anger, 

fear, sadness and disgust) : emotions that all 

humans, no matter where or how we were 

raised, have in common.

More information on //atlasofemotions.org

Understand
Emotions



53 Atlas of Emotions
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Understand
Technology

(keyboard as an entry point)

In order to start grasping a bit of what 

technology can accomplish, and how can we 

use technology to benefit design, I created 

a set of scenarios along with providing a 

keyboard in order to observe how people 

would express their emotion with a technical 

instrument. 

I gave my subjects a keyboard and five 

different emotion scenarios, including 

happy, angry, nervous, sad, and frustrated, 

then asked them to express their emotions 

through typing on the keyboard, regard-

less of the content they were typing. I want 

to investigate the relationship between the 

expression of emotion and the action of 

control with the question of when would 

people want to express emotions? 

Today’s methods of emotion expressions 

are very much shown through visual ele-

ments and facial expressions, but not very 

much through behavior. Considering some 

emotional situations like abreaction, maybe 

a stress ball. What if control could also be 

a method of emotion expression, how and 

where could it be beneficial? Designers 

need to rethink if there are more ways to 

design a control method beyond the func-

tion- control, not as a solution, nor a better 

control, but to start a discussion on ques-

tioning if there are other ways to interact 

with technology.
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Happy            Angry            Nervous            Sad              Frustrated
   

   fast                           fast                        moderate                    slow                        very fast

moderate                 very hard                      light                     very light                   very hard

continuous              intermittent                hesitate                                                  intermittent

 not much                very much                  deletion                 not much               on several keys   

speed

pressure 

time 

repeatable

 

very noticeable 

hesitation



Another component to understand the connection between emotion and ac-

tions is to observe people’s actions in reality. Trying to create an environment 

to evoke the emotions and actions, I prepared a table of objects from big to 

small in size, from hard to soft in material and from rough to smooth in textile, 

with the same five different emotion scenarios used for understanding the 

technology, including happy, angry, nervous, sad, and frustrated, then asked 

them to express their emotions through any object on they like. 

Understand
Human Actions



Negative  
Emotions:

Anxious

Angry

Sad

Disappointed

Frustrate

Objects:

Scale | small ------> large

Texture | smooth ------> rough

Temperature | cold ------> hot

Color | dark ------> bright

Material | soft ------> hard
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most intense actions on the emotion spectrum
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 least intense actions on the emotion spectrum
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To initiate the idea, I positioned my scenario in a sitting 

communication environment with computer and key-

board. I detected three ways to measure emotion both 

passively and proactively, include keyboard detection, 

pulse sensor and facial recognition. 

To develop the idea, I designed a series of outcomes 

based on five constructive actions: seeking comfort, 

mourning, freeze-action, hesitation and withdrawal. By 

designing unexpected responses for a personal feedback 

loop between the individual and device, I am seeking 

optimal emotional goals for people and minimal variable 

emotions for computer.

Imagination
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Inputs

We express our emotion through direct and indirect 

methods, both passively and proactively. We can use 

some mechanics to detect people’s emotion, for ex-

ample, keyboard is measuring the pressure, the speed, 

and the repeatables; facial recognition is detecting the 

person’s real emotion, especially useful in self-aware-

ness. We can also use pulse sensor to create proactive 

self checking. 

Don’t start to design with the technology, but keep in 

mind what are some elements or data could be benefi-

cial to design the outcomes.
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Keyboard is a representative of the daily 

technology we use very often, including 

physical keyboards and virtual keypads on 

touch screen. A lot of the emotions are 

embedded in typed text through messages, 

emails, and other word format, keyboard has 

a potential to use the data of the pressure 

the keys are pressed, the speed, and even 

the repeatables of pressed keys.

1

Keyboard
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hardware: buttons, breadboard, matte acrylic box

software: arduino, processing
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software: affdexMe, processing
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Facial Recognition is an advanced technol-

ogy. It is very accurate nowadays in deter-

mining some minor differences between 

similar emotions, it is best used to create 

self awareness when people are not realizing 

their real emotions.

2

Facial
Recognition
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Pulse sensor is used a lot in healthcare, 

taking wearable examples like Apple watch 

and Fitbit. Moreover, pulse sensor can also 

measure emotions, for example, the more 

angry someone is, the faster the heart 

beats.

3

Pulse Sensor
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hardware: pulse sensor

software: arduino
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Outcomes

Outcomes are actionable solutions based 

on constructive actions, the outcomes 

maybe personal depends on the designer, 

thus it needs a universal action category- 

constructive actions, to lead through. This 

is where the magic happens, and shows 

how design with emotion can lead to more 

opportunities that would not be considered 

before. 
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Soothing Music is a system uses keyboard 

to detect user’s typing speed. When user is 

angry and typing really fast, the speed will 

exceed a certain standard, then computer 

will play a soothing music, until the user 

calms down.

This falls in the seek comfort category in 

constructive actions.   

1

Soothing
Music
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Falling Food is a digital system uses key-

board to detect user’s emotion, when user 

is nervous, anxious or sad and starts typing 

fast, user’s chosen comfort food will fall on 

screen to relieve the stress. 

This falls in the seek comfort category in 

constructive actions.   

2

Falling Food



hardware: buttons, matte acrylic box

software: arduino, processing
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software: processing
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Face Match is a digital system utilizes the 

facial recognition technology, using cameras 

on laptop or smart devices. Face Match can 

detect user’s facial expression, when user 

is angry, it will lock keyboard functions and 

ask the person to successfully match a set of 

happy Emojis on screen to unlock keyboard.

This falls in the freeze actions category in 

constructive actions.   

3

Face Match
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Piss off.

Alarm is a chat message system uses key-

board to detect user’s emotions. When user 

is angry and starts typing very hard, if angry 

message is typed and is about to send, the 

screen will sounded an alarm, and shows 

some prevention tips.

This falls in the take a pause category in 

constructive actions. 

4

Alarm
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 software: processing



hardware: servo, cloth, matte acrylic box

software: arduino, processing
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5

Breath Machine is a IoT hardware uses key-

board to detect user’s emotions. When user 

types on keyboard very fast, the computer 

will speak, ”please breathe with me”, and 

triggers a machine to pump up and down in 

a calmer tempo.

This falls in the seek comfort category in 

constructive actions. 

Breath
Machine
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Empathy 
Machine

6

Empathy Machine is a IoT hardware uses 

facial recognition to detect user’s emotions. 

When user experiences sorrow, the machine 

will cry with the user to show empathy. 

This falls in the show empathy category in 

constructive actions. 
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hardware: servo, water, matte acrylic box

software: arduino, processing
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software: processing
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Yes, I m fine.

Your face looks like this.

7

Self Awareness is a chat system uses facial 

recognition to detect user’s emotions. When 

user’s typed emotion is different than the 

facial expression, it will show user his/ her 

real emotion on screen.

This falls in the have a break category in 

constructive actions. 

Self
Awareness
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Anger
Measurement
Anger Measurement is a IoT hardware uses 

pulse sensor to detect user’s emotions, and 

the anger is visualized by a balloon. The 

more angry the user is, the bigger the bal-

loon inflates, otherwise the balloon deflates.

This falls in the take a pause category in 

constructive actions. 

8
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hardware: balloon, air tube, matte acrylic box
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= “one” of many
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The         will be one of many results that come out of the 

“Empathetic Design” methodology. 

So I decided to design a [Workbook] to support a practical 

and repeatable approach for providing new perspectives 

on innovative solutions.   
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This workbook is 

 - for designers who are interested in design 

with more abstract and complex aspect of 

human; 

 - for designers who are questioning the cur-

rent design process and eager to try new ways 

for freely glow mind; 

 - for everyone who experience and express 

emotion and think the objects we use every-

day is not satisfied anymore.

Workbook
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What does it mean to 
design empathetic objects?

I aim to explore methods in which people 

can interact with their emotions. By design-

ing constructive emotional responses, I 

am investigating the relationship between 

humans and technology; while also critiqu-

ing interaction design which is very data 

oriented, isolated and detached.

Empathetic objects are new approaches to 
encounter problems and provide opportunities.
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Embracing empathetic design method 

means believing in designing behavior 

and emotion as much as, or more than, 

functionality and ease of use. Moreover, it 

means the intentional inclusion of engag-

ing people’s emotions and interaction with 

their emotions. Empathetic objects are new 

approaches to encounter problems and 

provide opportunities.

Unlike other problem solvers, (I) refuse to 

accept the given as given, always seeking 

more opportunities. Many of the current 

design goals focus on the ease of use and 

efficiency, intentionally excluding complex 

emotional aspects. While technology is 

always assumed to be good and capable of 

solving any problem, we still should not take 

things for granted. 

Adopt 
the Mindset

When technology is so convenient and sat-

isfying to our fundamental needs, it kills the 

creativity and the desire to strive for some-

thing new and better, it neglects the sense 

of accomplishment, and also omits various 

aspects of human behavior. I care about a 

deeper connection between what I create 

and what it means to me. 

(I) am a dreamer and a makers, experiment-

ers and learners. (I) chase after many ideas, 

some that work, and some that don’t. (I)

make my ideas tangible so (I) can test and 

refine. (I) focus on emotional moments.
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Design empathetic objects is very different 

from traditional problem solving, at least 

in the start phase. The regular process is 

find a problem and then solve the problem, 

which usually involves a target user group, a 

specific scenario, and a user case. 

But designing empathetic objects is very 

hard to narrow down to one problem state-

ment like the ones described above, thus I 

develop another approach to move through 

four main phases: framework, exploration, 

redesign, and contextualization. 

By taking these four phases and filled in with 

HCD process, you’ ll create a solution that is 

beyond just function, and may lead to a new 

approach of thinking on existing problems.

A dreamer 

In this phase, you’ll learn how to better 

understand emotion, define and area and 

scope you think will have an positive impact, 

get you started clear on your feet.

Understand 
the Process
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An experimenter

Here you’ ll develop environment based 

on what you learned and decided, 

observe and define constructive actions 

and get smart on inputs and outcomes.

A maker

Now is the chance to settle on one or 

s suite of objects that make sense of 

everything that you’ve investigated, test 

and refine your solutions.

Not solving a critical problem

Could not find specific user scenarios, or even users

Could not find a universal solution fit for all

Have too many directions

Find yourself going back and forth

Wonder if you are making an impact

(... ...)

Trust the process even if it 
feels uncomfortable
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emotion
(human)

empathetic
objects

function
problem

feasible
(technology)
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understand
the emotions

1

- Circle the 1-5 emotions you are interested or come up with your own.

- Write down the emotions on worksheet. 

- Continue with step 2.

A Dreamer
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define
situations
 

2

- List your chosen emotions on the left, and write a scenario as the 

situation that will evoke the emotion.

[anxiety]: Jon is about to catch a bus for an interview  in 10 minutes, but 

he can not find his key.

-Continue with step 3.

A Dreamer

emotion situation

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

 

sorrow away from my hometown, home alone, miss my dog

waiting for an interview result from my email

catching a bus, can not find the keys

nervousness

anxiety
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choose
objects

3

- Choose or think of some daily objects you’d like to redesign.  

- Write down the objects  on the worksheet. 

- Continue with step 4.
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constructive
actions

4

- Circle or explore your own constructive action(s). 

- Write down the actions on the worksheet.

- Finish the worksheet before continuing to step 5.

An experimenter

Constructive Actions:
a useful response to avoid causing harm.
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[Take a pause]: Hold back in doubt or decision, often momentarily.

[Freeze actions]: Become incapable of action or speaking.

[Have a break]: Physically or mentally leave the scene.

[Seek comfort]: Seek help or support from others.

[Show empathy]: Express grief for someone else’s loss through actions.

[Say no]: Refuse to the loss.

[Indulge desire]: Allow oneself to fully experience the pleasure of good feel-
ings.

[Seek more]: Attempt to increase the enjoyable feelings.

[Make connections] : Share one’s feelings of enjoyment with others.

[Express happiness]: Vocally express enjoyment to others.

[Have positive feedback]: Appreciate the good feelings around completing a 
task.

[Make interruptions]: Try to avoid feeling or acting upon the emotion that is be-
ing experienced.

[ _______________ ]: _____________________________________________
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Empathy Wheel
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What problems are you solving?

What impact are you making?

What environment you are involved?

 



frame your
statement

5

- I’m designing [tools] for [doing something] in [a place] using technology 

from [something else].

- I’m designing [tools] for a [specific user] in a [scenario] using techniques 

of [tool or technology].

- I’m designing [tools] for a [technology] when they [do something] using 

technology from [some other place].

- I’m combining [something specific] from [technology] with [an action or 

scenario] from a [place] in order to [do something].

I’m designing [ __________ ] 
in order to  [ _______________ ] 
when [ ________________ ] 
at [  ______________ ].

home object / pillow

provide comfort / encourage

someone is feeling down

 home alone
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ideate
inputs & outcomes

6

- Check or explore your own inputs and outcomes.

[input]: Technology collects data that can trigger actions.

 eg: Collects data to determine when someone is sad or angry.

[outcome]: Actions triggered by inputs that will cause emotional impacts.

 e.g.: Solutions ideated when someone is sad or angry.

 

An experimenter

Keyboard

Facial Recognition

Pulse Sensor

——————————————

 

 

 

inputs

_______

(measures the pressure, the speed, etc.)

(detects the person’s real emotion)

(creates proactive self checking)

Emotions can be collected through direct 

and indirect technology methods.
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Computer plays soothing music.

Falls down comfort food of people’s choice 
on screen.

Computer warns people with alarm and 
prevention tips.

Machine asks people to breathe in a 
calmer tempo with it.

The more angry the bigger the balloon 
inflates.

Freezes keyboard functions, asks people to 
match a set of happy emojis to unlock.

Machine cries with people to show 
empathy.

Shows people’s real emotion on screen when 
detects typed expressions are different.

_____________________________

 
 

 

outcomes

_______

 

Actionable solutions based on 

constructive actions.

take a pause

seek comfort

take a pause

freeze actions

show empathy

have a break

seek comfort

seek comfort
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redesign
object

7

Write down the functions that your empathetic object will have, and 

solve the problem with your own comfortable method :)

A wearable uses pulse sensor to collect and 

determine people’s average mood through-

out the day.

An app supports on-boarding flow to select 

mood, and send pre-recorded messages 

and music.

A Maker

constructive featuresobject
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1/

 select to record a message or a music, 

then record the voice

2/ 

finish record the voice, confirm to send out

3/ 

send your recorded message to your cho-

sen friends and family; send your recorded 

song to everyone who needs some encour-

agement 
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 Hugging Pillow,

“Do you want a hug?”
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if your average mood/day is negative 
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it opens arm for you 





Sings for you, and comforts you.
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The next part of the book contains six examples from many people who went through the process.
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= one of “many”
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Oftentimes I question myself where am I going with 

this “Empathetic Design” and what is the end goal?

I do not really know, and I am still exploring the an-

swer, but I hope this would give you a fresh perspec-

tive on how to design and to think about design.

Thanks to everyone who supported me through the 

thesis year, special thanks to my knowledgeable ad-

visor, Sara Dean and my dear roommate, Peixin Fu.  

VVW

April 23, 2017
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origins

Speculative Everything
Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby

Extrapolation Factory Operator’s Manual
Elliott P. Montgomery & Chris Woebken

Design Kit: The Human-Centered Design Toolkit
IDEO

Atlas of Emotion
Paul Ekman

Emotional Design: Why we love or hate everyday things
Don Norman

The Shape Shifting Future of the Mobile Phone
Hermmet Fabian

Designing Interactions
Bill Moggridge

Studio 360 + IDEO: The Redesign for Joy
IDEO

The Design of Everyday Things
Don Norman
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The Workbook is an ongoing project, hope it freed your emotional imaginations


